Report Sign language research workshop at University of Addis Ababa 2018.

The Norhed project arranged a workshop on sign language research in Addis Ababa 5 – 9. of February.

Participants: Pawlos, Woinseth, Abay, Andargachew and Rolf.

Monday 5.2.18

09-12 The PhD-students presented their works and their challenges for further progress.

14-1630 ELAN, how to move information from ELAN to word-documents.

Tuesday 6.2.18

09-12 More ELAN, converting programs and Movie Maker. How to edit and clip video recordings.

14-16 Power point, video clips, editing and figures for highlighting important points. Practicing new skills.

Wednesday 7.2.18

09-12 Academic writing – lecture and discussion.

14-1630 Indexing, depicting, describing and gestures – lecture and discussion.

Thursday 7.2.18

09-12 Discussions on common and individual challenges.

Friday 8.2.18

09-12 Discussions on common and individual challenges.
We have discussed different, important and very good questions from the PhD-students about sign language research and academic writing. We pointed out different solutions and possibilities for solving the challenges.